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Since PTT in Switzerland stands for post,
telephone and telegraph, a Swiss letter that is transmit-
ted part way by telegraph and part way by post can
be called a P/T letter . Such a letter is illustrated in
Hans Hunziker' s Strubel, Helvetia assise non dentelee,
1854–1862 (p.118). That letter went from Basel to
Magadino by telegraph on April 2, 1862, and from
Magadino across the Italian border to Turin by post
on April 3 . It was franked with two 40c Strubels, one
for postage to Italy and one for the equal registration
fee . Hunziker describes this use of Strubels as
usual (to say the least).

In 1992 a similar letter from the same correspon-
dence surfaced in a small French sale . This letter,
postmarked August 14, 1863, bears two vermillion
30c Sitting Helvetia stamps. Together, the two letter
reflect the postage reduction from 40c to 30c for a 10g
letter going to Italy, effective on July 1, 1862 ; the
introduction of the Sitting Helvetia issue on October
1,1862; and the end of the Strubel period on July 31,
1863. So far, the second letter is unique, being the
only one recorded with Sitting Helvetia stamps on an
official telegram form .

un-

An inspection of the form shows that someone named
"Desgrand" consigned the message to the Basel telegraph
office on August 13, 1863, at 5 :45 p .m. The text requests
that Desgrand Father (and) Son in Turin, presumably a
related business firm, send samples of merchandise,
which are identified by numbers . This telegram reached
the telegraph office in Magadino, a small village on the
northeast shore of Lago Maggiore, at 8 p .m. There the
Swiss telegraph line ended.

Having introduced telegraph service at post offices in
1852, Switzerland quickly realized that it needed sepa-
rate facilities for its main telegraph offices in order not to
interfere with postal services . But small telegraph offices,
like the one in Magadino, remained in post offices, where
the postal agents were responsible for both telegraph and
postal services . ' At Magadino, the agent, Gilardi, wrote
down Desgrand's telegram on the official form, signed it,
affixed the Sitting Helvetia stamps, and thus converted
the telegram into a letter for forwarding to Italy by post.
The 60c cost, half for postage and half for the equal
registration fee, was presumably billed to Desgrand in
Basel .

(continued on page 2)
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The evidence of the letter's journey by post is abun-

dant. On the front are two Magadino circular date
stamps of August 14, one tying the pair of stamps to the
cover, and the Magadino "chargé" mark for registration,
which helped ensure safe delivery. On the back is a
"Verbano N.2" lake steamer postmark, showing that the
letter was carried by that boat on its southbound run
(N.2) to the Italian end of the lake . Also on the back is a
"Torino " arrival postmark dated August 14.

Through this combination of Swiss telegraph and
postal services, Desgrand's international telegram
reached its destination within 24 hours.

HistoiredesPostesSuisse 1849—1949, LesPostes
Fédérales, Ernest Bonjour, PTT, 1949, Vol. 2, p .165 .
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From the President
It would be very nice if we could look into the future

and see what will happen. On the other hand, we are
lucky that we are unable to be certain of what is ahead of
us, otherwise we may give up too early in despair!

As this is being written, it is nearly four weeks until
our convention at NAPEX, and when you read it, it will be
two or three weeks afterwards . All I can say today is that
I am sure we'll have a fine convention and our convention
chairman, Harlan Stone, and David Durham are doing a
great job and deserve a well earned thank you from all of
us who participate.

In the last Tell, you read that it is three issues down
and, according to Editor Steven Weston, three more to go!
He jumped into action at a time when Helvetia was in
dire need of an editor and has produced three fine Tell
issues for which he deserves many thanks and our
sincerest appreciation . As he wrote, an editor cannot do
it alone and the support of the membership in every way
is needed. Is there a member out there in our fraternity
who is willing to step in as interim editor for a year or
two? Please, we need you now! From the start, Steve
stated his willingness to be editor for one year and while
I know, we all would like to keep him on forever, we have
to consider seriously a replacement for him. Maybe after
NAPEX we know a little bit more.

The next big Swiss stamp exhibition, "Basler Taube
95 " (Dove of Basel 95), will take place June 17–25, 1995
in Basel, Switzerland, according to an insert in the SBZ
3/94. The Fair Halls, where annually the important
Basler Mustermesse takes place, will be used for 3000
exhibition frames and 100 bourse spaces . The logo
contains a stylized "Basler Dybli" (Dove of Basel), the
most popular old-Swiss stamp, issued 150 years ago . Dr.
Ernst Schlunegger is the President of the Show Commit-
tee. The deadline for applications is October 31, 1994 . I
have requested further information and application forms
that have to be verified by our Society . More next time.

Chuck LaBlonde 's article in the most recent Tell,
"World War II — One more Time, " states at the end of
this fine article, "Contrary to popular myth, we still do
not know it all from the WW II period ." Having a special-
ized collection of this era, lived in Switzerland during the
whole war time, worked on farms with interned Poles,
Italians and even Russians — all I can add is, how
absolutely right he is .

Ernest L Bergman

Sales Circuit Notes
Emil Tobler

AHPS circuits are specialized, usually offering only
one or two categories of material . Most of what is offered
is at bargain prices and selection is unusually broad.
Many circuits enjoy net sales of over $1000 which testifies
to the appeal and price of what is offered . We 've redone
our circuit lists this year and we have 64 buying mem-
bers. By eliminating inactive members, the circuits will
move more quickly and safely.

Give circuits a try! It's easy to become a buyer or
seller. Write : Emil Tobler, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808.
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Editor's Comment
Steven S. Weston

As of June 1, no one has volunteered to take over as
Editor . We need someone to step forward now, even if
only for a year.

This will be an expensive year for new issue
subscribers . Goats and chickens will cost Fr . 1 .50 and
2 .– respectively. Another man at work, this time a joiner,
will cost Fr. 3 .–. Add another booklet of ten A-post stamps
for Fr . 8.–. Double those amounts to meet minimum
purchase requirements for a total of Fr . 29 .–!

And if you're a collector of postal stationery, add Fr.
13.– for mint and canceled versions of the new prepaid
adhesive address labels for the new Mini Post Pac
tariff to go into effect on July 1 . For Fr . 3 .–, one gets a
collapsible cardboard box and a red imprinted address
label for sending unregistered small packets weighing up
to 1 kilo . The same is offered with a Fr . 3 .50 blue label for
up to 2 kilos . According to the PTT, trimmed labels and
stamps cut from the labels are not valid for prepayment
of postage and will not be cancelled.

Dick Hall asks, why did the Bezirk of Laufen leave
Canton Bern to become part of Basel-Land? Michael
Rutherfoord has the answer. At the Congess of Vienna,
179 years ago, Laufental was awarded to Bern . At the end
of 1993, twelve Laufental villages with a total of 15,000
inhabitants became part of Basel-Land . Only Roggenburg
in the extreme west decided to stay with Bern . Laufental
has been in Postal Region V, Basel, since 1849 ; so there
will be no cancellation changes . But, automobile plates
will change from BE to BL!

	

(continued on next page)
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Michael Rutherfoord also
wrote about stamp and ATM
vending machines recently in the
Helvetia Newsletter. The PTT has
found that the old, handle stamp
vending machines were often hit
by crooks using low value foreign
coins, for which the machines had
a weakness . Therefore, they are
being taken out of service as fast
as possible. This means that the
production of coil stamps has
been stopped, perhaps in 1993
already.

All ATM machines have been
converted to ten-button units,
originally with two coin slots hav-
ing a mechanical coin checker
(1000 of them), but new machines
have a single slot with an elec-
tronic checker which compares
the coin image with that of the
Swiss coin of the same size . No
less than 1250 of these have been
installed, mainly at railway sta-
tions and other "tourist " places.
The failure rate is nearly zero.

Adding to the PTT's foreign
coin collection are the bus ticket
vending machines . With a 5 Rou-
ble coin you can get a bus ticket
for Fr. 1.60 and Fr. 3.40 in change.
The ticket is thrown away, but
one hundred thousand Swiss
francs per year go somewhere
else .

Another trick is to ask a PO
clerk for a refund for an ATM
label . Hand in your Fr. 8.10 label
which you made in error saying
you intended to buy a USA rate
label for Fr. 1.80. On April 4, the
PTT sent out a circular to all Pos
to put a stop to such exchanges.

Michael also notes that the
days of the MPO event cachet and
cds cancel are over . The BEA and
Zürich Sechseläuten are, for the
first time, now ordinary S-cancels.
MPOs are, in any case, becoming
more of an expense center than
profit center.

He also has a great tip for
getting perfect copies of black
cancellations on colored stamps.
Use one of the new color photo-
copiers, setting the red, blue and
yellow to zero, leaving only the
black . At a dollar a copy, it's not
expensive for a page of cancels.
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Swiss Postcards and Their Rates, Domestic and Foreign, Before and
After the Founding of the UPU

	

Robert Bäuml

(Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde
from Postgeschichte Number 57, Feb-
ruary 1994 .)

The idea for a so-called "Postal
Sheet" came first in 1865 from Hein-
rich von Stephen, the founder of the
Universal Postal Union (UPU).

Finally on October 1, 1869, the
Austrian Post inaugurated this new
form of postal communication under
the name "Correspondence Card . "

A year later, on October 1, 1870,
the first Swiss "Correspondence
Card" was born . The oval 5-rappen
stamp imprinted in the upper left
corner paid the postage for inland
use. Of course, the card could also be
used for COD and could be sent as
registered or express mail . These
services simply required additional the registration fee was 10 rappen.

postage (see Figures 1, 2, 3) .

Figure 1 . Underfranked registered postcard. Beginning September 1, 1871 to August 31, 1876

Figure 3. Correctly franked registered
postcard.

A very unique domestic use of a
postcard is seen in Figure 3a/b . This
card was used to transmit a sample of
string. "Objects attached to cards
must be taxed at a special rate . " So
read the instructions to postal clerks
for dealing with objects attached to
postcards . The card with the string
sample was taxed at 10 rappen : 5
rappen for domestic postage and 5
rappen for the string! Thus, this
unusual 10 rappen rate for a domestic
postcard.

The postcard was introduced with
a number of special, and sometimes
strange, instructions from the Swiss
government. One interesting excerpt,
quoted here in its original text, comes
from the Postal Instructions of Sep-
tember 25, 1870 : "Other correspon-
dence cards than those noted in Fig-
ure 2 of the official instructions which of the local Rayon, not be sent at a land, must be sent at a rate of 15 rap-
are issued by the postal administra reduced rate of 5 rappen, but, when pen by applying the appropriate

tion, may, when they are sent outside destined for anywhere in Switzer- stamps . . . "

Figure 2 . Postcard for 22 francs COD. Besides the postage rate, 30 rappen was the COD fee.

Figure 3a. Postcard with string.

	

Figure 3b . Backside of postcard with string.
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What "other correspondence
cards" they were talking about (pos-
sibly private cards) I cannot show you
because I have never seen one!

For domestic use, the paid-reply
or double-card soon followed (with
address and answer sections as well
as 5-rappen stamp imprints) in 1874.

Obviously this form of
correspondence did not lend itself to
privacy. Secrecy was not assured.
This open and indecorous (unan-
ständige) form of correspondence —
as it was once called by Prussian
General Postal Director von Philips-
born — allowed anyone to be nosy.
One had to think about what should
not be written on a postal card . In
spite of this, domestic cards were
readily accepted by the public . In the
first three months 700,000 were sold;
and in 1875, 4 .6 million were sold for
domestic use.

For postcards to foreign countries
the situation for the first five years
was somewhat different . There were
few countries to which postcards
could be sent. For Germany and Aus-
tria/Hungary, with which a new post-
al treaty was signed on September 1,
1868, a standard letter rate of 25
rappen was established. Postcards
could only be sent to these countries
from their invention until December
31, 1872 by paying a 20 rappen
surcharge on top of the basic 5 rappen
postcard rate . During this period, as
for letters, a special postal card bor-
der rate (Rayon Limitrophe) of 10
rappen was established for these
countries (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 . Postcard to the border zone with
Germany . Franked correctly at the reduced
rate for RL letters with Germany.

Foreign postcards in the first
three years (October 1, 1870 to De-
cember 31, 1872) that were under-
franked were handled just like under-
franked letters, as shown in Figure 5.
The 5-rappen inland card required 20

rappen additional . The exchange of-
fice noted this and marked the card
"Insufficient ." At the destination,
Marienbad (Austria), the card was
treated like an underfranked letter
and taxed with 50 rappen (20 Aus-
trian new kreuzer). Credit was given
for the 5 rappen postcard rate (2
kreuzer) . Thus the recipient had 18
kreuzer to pay as noted in pencil!

Figure 5 . Postage due of 18 new Austrian
Kreuzer . Such mail was to be franked at the
letter rate after 1872.

Beginning January 1, 1873, un-
derfranked foreign cards were no
longer forwarded, but were returned
to the sender.

Registered and express cards to
foreign destinations were allowed
from the beginning with payment of
the appropriate rates, but COD was
not allowed.

The postcard rate for Germany
and Austria/Hungary was set at 10
rappen from January 1, 1873 . Since
the first 10 rappen postcard did not
appear until 1874, this rate was
made up by adding a 5 rappen stamp
to the inland card.

To France, until entry into the
UPU on January 1, 1876, postcards
cost 30 rappen which was the same
for letters (Figure 6) . This was also

possible in other countries.

Figure 6. Until December 31, 1875 postcards
to France were to be franked as letters (30
rappen).

In the early years postcards were
not at all popular for international
correspondence, since they cost the

same as a letter, yet had less space in
which to write . This is the reason why
early international postcards with
letter postage are quite rare.

Other than for Germany and
Austria/Hungary, there were special
instructions for international post-
cards to other lands. These instruc-
tions appeared in the 1873 and 1874
Postamtsblatt.

For example, postcards could be
sent to European and Asiatic Turkey,
wherever Austrian post offices had
been established . This was also true
for Alexandria in Egypt (so long as
routing was through Austria) under
the same conditions as for Germany.
The postage was 15 rappen. This rate
became effective on February 1, 1873.

Similarly, postcards could be sent
to Romania (Moldau, Wallachei) be-
ginning March 15, 1874 at the 15
rappen rate . Conditions of transit
were the same as for mailings to the
Austrian post offices in Turkey.

Another example of the 15 rap-
pen postcard rate is shown in Figure
7. The Swiss postal department
agreed to allow postal cards to Bel-
gium as of June 1, 1974.

Figure 7 . Beginning July 1, 1874 postcards
for Belgium were allowed, at a rate of 15
rappen.

The 15 rappen postal card rate
was valid only for the countries noted
before July 1, 1875 and for a short
time thereafter. The rate under the
UPU was reduced to 10 rappen.

Given that the 1873, 10 rappen
postcard rate applied first to
Germany and Austria/Hungary, a similar
rate existed for cards to the USA one
year prior to UPU membership . The
USA and Switzerland concluded a
bilateral agreement for the exchange
of postal cards. For a rate of 10 rap-
pen, cards could be sent to the USA
by ship, only via Bremen or Hamburg
to New York . This rule was effective
May 1, 1874. Figure 8 shows an ex-
ample from May 5, 1874, only a few
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days after the rate was effective.

Figure 8 . On May 1, 1874 the postcard
exchange with the USA began. The rate was
10 rappen and the route was via Hamburg or
Bremen.

The year 1875 brought structure
to the rates for international corre-
spondence . Even so, the rates for
international mail were divided into
three classes.

Rate A -I : (Within the UPU) For
mail to all European countries,
Russia, Turkey, Egypt, Africa and the
USA, postcards cost 10 rappen.

Rate A -II : (Within the UPU) For
mail to the overseas colonies of UPU
members, also Japan, China and
certain South American countries,
postcards cost 20 rappen (including
transit by seaport).

Rate B: (Outside of the UPU)
Postcards not allowed or postage at
the letter rate.

As a new method of correspon-
dence, the lowly postcard slowly
gained acceptance, even though spe-
cial uses such as registered and ex-
press were very seldom used in the
first ten years. These are real chal-
lenges for collectors to find . Unfortu-
nately, the use of postcards within
the country for COD purposes died
out quickly.

Figure 9. International postcard with missing
10 rappen registration fee.

The last three examples show
different rates and uses for postcards.
Figure 9 shows an international post-
card with 10 rappen imprinted post-
age. Strangely, the additional 10
rappen required for registration (only

possible from July 1, 1875 to August
31, 1876) was missed by the Swiss
postal clerks . They must have been
sleeping in Germany also, as the card
slipped through, even with the rubber
stamp, "From Abroad, Registered"
applied.

Figure 10 is a domestic postcard
with 20 rappen extra postage for
registration. This rate was only possi-
ble from September 1, 1876 to Octo-
ber 31, 1884.

Figure 10. Domestic postcard with 20 rappen

registration fee, September 1, 1876 to October
31, 1884.

Figure 11 is a 5 rappen domestic
postcard, with added postage for
Germany (5 rappen) and registration
(25 rappen) . (The stamps are Sitting
Helvetia, granite paper.) The 25 rap-
pen registration rate for international
postcards was possible from April 1,
1879 to January 31, 1921 . But, with
the Sitting Helvetia, granite paper,
only for 2 years.

Figure 11 . Registered postcard to Germany.
The international registration fee was 25
rappen beginning April 1, 1879 . Fee paid with
Sitting Helvetia, granite paper.

In conclusion we should note that
ratification of Article 14 of the UPU
treaty on June 1, 1878 allowed "Dou-
ble Cards" from April 1, 1878 in
correspondence with Germany, Belgium,

Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Holland,
Portugal, Romania and Argentina.
The address and answer parts were
imprinted with 10 rappen stamps. We
should mention that these double-
cards with paid reply could transit
countries which did not issue or allow
double-cards . (continued on page 13)
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Automation of Mail as Seen by the Stamp Collector

	

Werner Boos

(SBZ 1/94; Translated by Ernest L.
Bergman)

Franking machine imprinted
stamps, Type 1.

A number was assigned to each
franking machine . The postal admin-
istration gave each franking machine
manufacturer a series of numbers
upon issuing their permit. Therefore,
in case of a failure, both manufac-
turer and machine owner could be
identified . In 1928, four years after
initiation, the first "Franco " machines
were replaced with more modern
units. The owners of the old machines
were allowed to retain their numbers,
but the initial order of assignment
was already a thing of the past!

After July 1, 1946 machine num-
bers were assigned continuously
without considering the machine ' s
manufacturer. Too many new ma-
chines were in use . Collecting by
manufacturer has proven to be
worthwhile by making it possible to identify
specifics of each machine.

The manufacturer of "Franco "
machines was the Gas- und Wasser-
messerfabrik AG, Luzern. We begin
with numbers 102-122 of the branch
office, the Franco Co .

Figure 1 shows an experimental
print from this machine . Franco ma-
chines allowed only five different
value imprints; the use of slogan
cancels was not possible. All en-
graved machine numbers in the
imprint were curved and parallel to the
lower part of the oval border

All owners of the first twenty
machines are known by name . No
examples exist from two machines
and it is assumed that these two
machines were never delivered . Only
10 of 33 value imprints were possible
with Franco machines.

The value steps of 10 and 20
cents can often be found. The 5-cent
step was only used by four machines
and is therefore very much sought
after. Five cents paid printed matter
postage and was seldom used (and
rarely found when applied by Franco
machines) . Anyone who collects value
imprints of Franco machines will
quickly find out that it is not easy to
get examples from all twenty ma-
chines . It is much more difficult to
find all ten possible values per ma-
chine.

The 25-cent value-imprint of
machine #115 and the two values Fr.
1 .- and 2.- of machines 112 and 113

belong to the rarities in this collecting
field (Figures 2, 3, and 4) . A letter
from the Director General of the
Postal Administration with machine
K 107 (Figure 5) is also a rarity. This
K-number was in use for only a short
time in 1924 ; afterwards, the letter K
was removed. Machine #114 was
installed at the Bankverein (Union
Bank) in Basel from 1925 to about
1930. Between 1930 and 1939, this
machine was installed at the branch
office of the Bankverein in Biel (Fig-
ure 6 and 7). Examples with addi-
tional value-imprints applied with
Franco machines are not often seen.
They had to be applied for additional,
needed postage (Figures 8 and 9) . In
later years, additional postage was
applied in form of machine-im-
printed, glue-on labels . After 1930,
most of the Franco machines were
replaced by those of other trade
marks. Machine #122 was stationed,
until about 1955, at the Pharmacy
Fuchs in Lucerne (Figure 10 with all
five value steps of Franco machine
#122) . In connection with this discus-
sion of other machine manufacturers
we will at various times look back to
Franco machines numbers 102-122.

(to be continued)

Figure 1 . Experimental print from a demonstration model
by Franco Co. Lucerne.

Figure 2. Franco machine Type 1A, #115
Figure 3. COD : 10 cents per Fr. 10.- = 90 cents + package cost up to 2 .5
kg = 50 cents with Fr. 1 .- value from machine #118, Saurer.
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Figure 4. Cut-out with Fr. 2 .- values from machine #112 of the Swiss

	

Figure 8. Additional postage in form of perfin of the Suchard Company.

Postal Administration. These high values from Franco machines are very
much sought after.

Figure 5 . Letter abroad, 40 cents (February 1, 1921 to September 30,

	

Figure 9. A local district letter, Zürich, Rämistrasse (8 .8 .1929) to Zürich,

1924). The Director General of the Postal Administration in Bern used,

	

Neumünster franked with 10-cents Franco-imprint, was forwarded

for a short time in 1924, machine K 107. (8.9.1929) to Pontresina . Additional postage of 10 cents was added, but

without an address change reported . When it was again forwarded to

Pontresina, additional postage was necessary, hence the 20 cents.

Figure 6. The 5-cent value was seldom used with Franco machines.

Figure 7 . Machine #114 was in use by the Bankverein in Basel until
about 1980 when transferred to the Branch office in Biel (Bienne). The

	

Figure 10 . The five values of Franco machine #122 which was located at

designation "later Franco-mail" has to be carefully interpreted.

	

the Pharmacy Fuchs in Lucerne and was in use until about 1955.
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Swiss Mail Service to Foreign
Countries Interrupted During
World War II
Ernest L. Bergman

On August 28, 1939, due to activities in Germany,
Swiss Frontier Guard Troops were called to active duty.
The Swiss Federal Assembly declared armed neutrality
on August 30 and Henry Guisan was elected General of
the Army. September 1 saw the general mobilization of
the Swiss Army and the beginning of the German
blitzkrieg in Poland . World War II began on September 3
when England and France declared war on Germany.

Whenever important military action took place
outside the borders of Switzerland, mail service was
interrupted. In this philatelic history I' ll attempt to show,
with examples, how interruption of mail to foreign
countries coincided with war events during four periods.

Period I (September 1939)
With the German attack on Poland on September 1,

mail was stopped by Switzerland to that part of the
world. The PTT applied a stamp (Figure 1) with a
German and French inscription : "Zurück - Retour, Wegen
Kriegszustand im Ausland aufgehalten ; Retenu à l'etran-
ger pour cause de guerre" (Returned, due to war condi-
tions abroad).

Figure 1 . 9-13-1989 St.Gallen to Tarnov in Poland (occupied region),
but never left Switzerland.

Period II (May-June 1940)
On May 10, 1940, Germany attacked Holland, Bel

gium and Luxembourg. This resulted in the second
general mobilization of the Swiss Army, because if
Germany didn't succeed in going this route, a direct
attack on Switzerland would have been imminent.
Although mail still left Switzerland, it was interrupted by
Germany at Frankfurt and returned with the remark in
German and French: "Zurück - Retour, Postverkehr
eingestellt ; Service postal suspendu" (Returned - mail
service suspended) . This stamp has been reported by
Riemer (1979) to be 57 x 20 mm in red color, but my
example is 56 x 22 mm in purple (Figure 2) . On June 22,
1940, an armistice between Germany and France was
implemented . France was divided into "Free-France "

Figure 2 . 5-10-1940 Luzern to The Hague, Holland. Returned from
Frankfurt.

(Southern France) and the German occupied north, which
bordered the western frontier of Switzerland except the
Geneva region . At that time, nearly 30,000 French and
12,000 Polish troops (fighting with the French Army as a
separate Division) entered Switzerland and internment.
This small opening to the West allowed Swiss mail to be
transported uncensored by rail via Lyon and Spain to
Lisbon, Portugal . This mail was not censored by Germany
but sometimes by France.

Mail from Switzerland to the Far East was also
halted and probably returned by Swiss authorities as
shown by the example (Figure 3) with the French inscrip-
tion: "Service postal suspendu" (Mail service suspended).

Figure 4. 6-6-1940 Bettlach to Bombay, India.

Period III (November 1942-January 1943)
With the German occupation of the rest of France

( "Free-France") in November 1942, all mail service from
Switzerland was stopped while the Germans installed a
new censor-station in Lyon. Mail was returned from Lyon
during this period time with a stamp in French and
German : "Retour - Zurück, Service postal suspendu,

Postverkehr eingestellt" (Figure 4) . This is similar to the
Frankfurt stamp but having the French inscription first.
Riemer (1979) reported the stamp size as 63 x 15 mm in
black color ; however, I 've found various horizontal lengths
between 59 and 63 mm. At the same time, mail was also
returned from Frankfurt showing the same return stamp
as in Figure 2, but being in black color (Figure 5).
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Figure 4 . 11-30-1942 Winterthur (airmail) to Washington, DC.
Returned from Lyon.

On January 21, 1943, mail service was reinstated and
returned letters could be posted again . However, some of
these postal items went to the U .S. without German or
British censorship marks, but were censored by the U .S.
Perhaps some of these surface (sea) mail pieces, indicated
by 30¢ postage, were transported by Swiss Merchant
Marine ships. In general, there is no indication to that
effect on the mail.

Other mail, returned to Switzerland from Lyon
(Figure 5), was sent out again without the necessity of
additional postage . Some was sent via Berlin where it
was censored, tested for secret writings and flown via
Bermuda (censored by the British ) to the U.S.

Period IV (December 1944)
This period is extremely difficult to explain, because

it is generally assumed that by that time mail was moving
by rail through Lyon and Spain to Portugal. This assump-
tion is based on the fact that Bordeaux was liberated on
August 24, 1944, Paris on the 25th, and Lyon on Septem-
ber 4 . A letter addressed to Lisbon and cancelled in
Lugano on December 3, 1944 was returned to Switzerland
with the Lyon stamp shown in Figure 4, but with light
purplish color and 62 x 16 mm in size (Figure 6) . The
military situation in this part of France was extremely
fluid and murky. It is generally acknowledged that on
December 7, 1944, the final offensive of the French forces
under General Lattre de Tassigny began along the Swiss
border in France toward the Belfort and Colmar pocket.
However, this still leaves the question open : By whom
and where was this Lyon stamp used?

Conclusion
Munich was the only other German censor station

that returned transit-mail to the country of origin because
of suspended mail service (Riemer 1979) . But I have not
seen this stamp, in German only, on a Swiss mail item.
While this article does not claim to be complete, any
additions would be appreciated . Living in Switzerland
during these troubled days or consulting history books,
does not answer all the questions.
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Figure 5 . 12-3-1942 St.Gallen (seamail) to Bucks County, PA.
Returned from Frankfurt.

Figure 6. 12-2-1942 Klosters Dorf (airmail) to Topeka, KS . Returned
from Lyon. Remailed 1-23-1943, went via Berlin (b) inspected for secret
writings, censored in Bermuda I .C . by Examiner 5124.

Figure 7 . 11-30-1942 Zürich (seamail) to New York, NY . Returned
from Frankfurt . Remailed 1-21-1943 . Opened by U .S . Examiner 7918 in
New York, also inspected by U .S . Customs : "Supposed to contain matter
subject to the provisions of Executive Order 8389 as amended ."
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Profile of a Swiss Stamp
Collector — Walter Abt
Robert D. Gleichenhaus

Many Swiss collectors are familiar with the name
Walter Abt, one of the leading Swiss expertisers.

One often wonders "how does a person become an
expert? What causes him to be an authority on stamps or
covers? Why should we accept his certificate that the item
is genuine?"

After reading Walter Abt's background, it's easier to
see how he became a Swiss expertiser. It took years of
working in the stamp business and hundreds of hours of
study, and that certain instinct that only comes from
handling hundreds and hundreds ofsimilar items.

Walter doesn't claim to be perfect and when several
experts look at the same item, they may not always agree.
We should remember that expertising is both an art and a
science. Walter's name on a certificate is a pretty good
indication that the item is genuine.

Interestingly, Walter only collects soldier stamps and
avoids the temptation to be a collector of "all things
Swiss ." So, here is his Profile about how he became an
expertiser.

When I got an invitation from Bob to write about
myself for his column in Tell, I was very flattered and a
little anxious about being considered a collector . The only
stamps I collect are Swiss military stamps, which are not
recognized as stamps in Switzerland . They are not
accepted in FIP organized exhibitions and therefore have
an underground existence . Luckily U.S. collectors are not
so small minded and for many years there have been
more collectors of these stamps in the U .S . than in
Switzerland . With this introduction, I will describe my
life as a bookseller, then a stamp dealer, and finally a
philatelic expert.

I was born in 1931 in the city of Basel . After attend-
ing elementary and grammar school, I apprenticed for
three years as a bookseller. In 1949, I was working in a
book distribution center in Olten . I also went to recruit
school, which is mandatory for every healthy Swiss . I
wanted to be a military pilot, but the recruiting officer
chose the infantry.

In 1953, after a stint with a bookseller in
Schaffhausen, I was commissioned by the Swiss Booksellers
Association to work in a Paris bookshop, "a la maison de
Molière" on Avenue de l'Opera . I quickly learned that-my
eight years of school French was almost useless . After
being on the job for three weeks, my boss declared that I
was competent to run the bookstore alone and he went off
on vacation . With just a helper, I really had to learn the
business on my own.

The following winter, I was working in a bookshop in
Davos. Each day, instead of eating lunch, I skied for a
half hour and skated for an hour. At the end of the season
I won the championship of my regiment.

Afterwards, I worked in a Basel bookshop until I
joined my father's stamp business in 1955 . My father was
a driver for the Basel Tramway until 1949, when he

Walter Abt in the cockpit of a Cessna 172, ca . 1982.

started a mail order stamp business . The business
prospered because my father had a good knowledge of
stamps, having collected since a youth . He only lacked
commercial skills, which I had as part of my apprentice-
ship. By 1956, we could buy our first car, a VW Beetle,
which we used for trips to Paris and Saarbrucken . (At the
time, there was great interest in Saar stamps and prices
went up almost daily.)

A year later, we bought a small house with an even
smaller shop in the center of Basel . At 177 square feet, it
was really small! (I still own that house having bought it
from my father in 1986 .) I started my collection of Swiss
military stamps that year. When we bought a collection of
Swiss stamps, it usually included some military stamps
that were not considered to have any value.

I remember buying a multi-volume collection that
included a complete set of Locher albums for military
stamps. Half the spaces were unfilled and I tried to fill
those spaces with material from the collections we
purchased. Soon, only the scarce stamps, those marked
with dashes in the Locher catalog, were missing . Then I
had to buy auction lots and accumulations for one or two
items missing in my collection.

Today, after 38 years of collecting, I 'm still missing
nine items from WW II . Sulser, Katcher and Chalfant
can't furnish them and I 'm starting to believe that some
of them don 't exist.

In the late 1960s, I met Fred Bieri, the "inventor" of
Swiss military stamps . In 1915, while serving as a
lieutenant, he had the idea for these labels that would be
sold to benefit the men in military service who had no
income (there was no social security then) . The postal
authorities didn't see any problem with putting these
labels on mail sent by military personnel since that mail
was free of charge anyhow . Bieri, an artist and designer,
created the first military stamp during WW I and many
others during that war and WW II.
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I tried to buy Fred's collection at this time, but was
unable to meet his price . Although he had a full-price
offer from England, he wanted the collection to remain in
Switzerland . I hadn't heard from him for some time when
his wife informed me that Fred was in the hospital and
was willing to sell me his collection at my price . I went to
visit him in the hospital . I thanked him and promised to
keep this collection in my possession and not sell it . Two
days later he passed away

Fred's collection completed my WW I issues . It also
contained most of the original paintings and drawings of
the early issues and many from WW II . In 1978, military
stamp fever started when Sulser published his first
catalog. Today I regret that I hadn't paid a better price to
Fred Bieri for his collection.

After my marriage in 1959, my father and I came to
the conclusion that a small stamp business couldn 't
support two families . I went to work for the Basel Munici-
pal Library. Two years later, I bought a bookshop in
Thun . From the beginning, I displayed stamps in the
store window alongside the books and stationery items.
Thun is a tourist city and I soon had many foreign
customers for my stamps. The stamp business prospered
and I thought about going on with the stamps alone . In
1964, I sold the bookshop and opened a stampshop
overlooking a canal from the Aare.

From the start, my goal for this shop was to cover all
philatelic fields, not just Swiss stamps. I joined the Swiss
Stamp Dealers Association . Ernst Müller and Werner
Kilchher talked me into earning a certificate as a feder-
ally recognized stamp dealer . After a year of evening
classes twice a week, I underwent my examination . Ernst
and Werner were my examiners. So I became the third
officially recognized stamp dealer in Switzerland . With
Ernst and Werner now departed, I am now the only one.
No one else has tried to pass the exam since (it's not
required to be a stamp dealer).

One day I had a visit from a man who told me he
came from Chicago . He spoke the same dialect as myself
and I asked his name and where he went to school . It was
Felix Ganz. We had gone to the same grammar school and
had the same teachers (we remembered their nicknames).
That was the beginning of a long friendship and many
visits in Chicago and Thun.

Felix sponsored my membership in AHPS in 1975.
When I look at the membership roster of that year, I see
many familiar names like Bob Gleichenhaus and Ed
Chalfant. I was an active member back then and had a
small advertisement in Tell about my expertising ser-
vices . (I became a VSPhV expert in 1971 .) In May 1978,
Tell published my first and only article, "Should I have
my stamps expertized? ". Felix did the translation and
altered my original title, "Why the Hell should I have my
stamps expertized?", which he felt was too aggressive.

In 1977 I sent Felix a copy of seven fantasy stamps
drawn by a young boy who was working in my shop after
school. His "stamps" were a series of monkeys of different
denominations . Felix showcased these "stamps" on the
cover of Tell (May 1977) and, in a humorous article,
compared them to the folklore set which was issued then.

In 1979 I attended the 2nd AHPS National Conven-
tion at SEPAD in Philadelphia. I brought my young
helper with me . He had designed a new AHPS emblem,
Standing Helvetia with a shield showing the stars and
stripes, which appeared on the cover for the show . He also
provided samples of his artistic ability by drawing with a
very fine pen and Chinese ink the variety "spider on the
hammer" on the Bern commemorative stamp . His "spider"
could hardly be distinguished from the original variety.
Of course they could not be washed!

I entered my collection of Swiss soldier stamps as a
competitive exhibit at this show. When received an
honorable mention, I decided that would be the last time
I showed my stamps!

When Switzerland got the idea that stamps should be
taxed in 1990, I gave up the official dealership and kept
only a small shop maintained by a friend's spouse on a
part-time basis . I work at home doing expertizations at
night, seven days a week.

When I take a vacation, I hurry to Naples, Florida
where I enjoy my dream-hobby, piloting . Since 1979 I 've
had a private pilot's license that I earned in Locarno . I've
upgraded my license to multi-engine, then seaplane and
now, an instrument rating. I 'm writing this while sailing
on a cargo ship carrying my wife, my car and 15,000 tons
of salt from Rotterdam to Savannah, Georgia . Tomorrow,
we ' ll leave the ship and drive to Naples.

Postmark Pursuit

(continued on page 14)
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Lebensraum Bodensee
Ernest L. Bergman

Last year, Switzerland, Germany
and Austria jointly issued stamps
depicting the steamer "Hohentwiel"
on the Bodensee. In the previous
century there were five stamp-issuing
entities located on the borders of
Lake Constance: Austria, Baden,
Bavaria, Württemberg and Switzer-
land. Three have stoppedissuing
stamps since : Baden joined the
German Empire in 1870 ; Württemberg
lost postal autonomy in 1902 ; Bavaria
lost postal autonomy in 1920.

The postcard shown here was
written by my grandfather, an avid
stamp collector. Since my family lived
close to the Bodensee, there were
many excursions to the Friedrichs-
hafen area or across the lake to Ror-
schach or Romanshorn. Somehow he
managed the combination of stamps
on this card sent to my mother, then
a little child visiting with family in
Ludwigshafen/Rhine. My grandfather
wrote : "you get this card with five
stamps because you are such a good
child and Mother should preserve it
very carefully!"

The card shows an aerial view of
this region with the German shore in
front; from right to left are
Meersburg, Friedrichshafen, and Lindau;
on the far left are Bregenz, Austria

and the Rhine valley (Altenrhein),
followed on the other side by Ror-
schach and Romanshorn, and Kon-
stanz. The Rhine effluence and the
Untersee are to the right.

The card 's Swiss stamp was can-
celled in Romanshorn on November
23, 1898, and the Reichspost stamp
at Konstanz on November 30. Kon-
stanz at that time was still a part of
the Grand Duchy of Baden . From
here grandfather must have gone by
steamer on December 1 to Fried-
richshafen indicated by the stamp of
Württemberg, cancelled with a
Bodensee ship-post marking, "K.W.

Schiffspost, K 02, auf dem Bodensee"
which translates, "Royal Württem-
berg Ship Mail, Route 2, on Lake Con-
stance ." This cancellation was used
on the lake until World War II . The
Bavarian stamp was cancelled in
Lindau, Kingdom of Bavaria, on De-
cember 6.

The next trip must have taken
him to Bregenz where the Austrian
stamp was cancelled on June 12,
1899 and then sent to Ludwigs-
hafen/Rhine where the card arrived
on June 18. As a matter of fact, there
is also a Ludwigshafen on the

Bodensee, shown on the far right of the Untersee.

Postmark Pursuit

(continued on page 15)
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A Peek into the Future?
With neither fanfare nor explanation, the PTT

announced in the March 21, 1994 Amtsblatt that the Val
Calanca near Bellinzona would be served by a single
mobile post office . The Val Calanca is a side valley on the
road from the San Bernardino pass to Bellinzona and is
located in the Italian part of Canton Grison . (See map,
Figure 1 .) How many more arrangements like this are in
the PTTs plans? A translated newspaper article follows.

On April 5, a postal reorganization will be imple-
mented that will result in the closure of three post offices
in the Calanca Valley: 6543 Arvigo, 6545 Selma, and 6546
Cauco. The receiving office of 6545 Landarenca will also
be affected by 100 economy measures . Closed postal
operations will be handled by a mobile post office man-
aged by the Bureau Chief of 6542 Buseno . The mobile
post office (Figure 2) will be available for all services

Figure 2.

offered by other post offices. At
Landarenca all mail will be handled
by the appointed distribution
personal . Distribution and delivery
services for the four localities will
not be reduced . The services of
Augio, Rossa, and Braggio will not
be affected by these changes . A new
cancel (Figure 3) will be used for this
service.

The Mayor of Selma, Fiorenzo Daldini, in a letter
addressed to the Postal Director ofBellinzona, expressed
disappointment regarding the new service . According to
Daldini, the PTT, when presenting the new service in
1993, gave assurances that receiving services would be
available mornings and afternoons from Monday through
Friday . Daldini says, "In reality in the Counties of Selma
and Cauco, the offices are open only once : 20 minutes for
Selma and 30 minutes of Cauco ." The Mayor also stated
that the mobile office will not park within the town
center. "Even though the Municipality has proposed to
the PTT, not only one but two parking places . " Accord-
ingly Daldini asks that the vehicle park inside the town
of Selma and that the hourly schedule be improved.

[From material submitted by Mario Wiedenmeir and
Chuck LaBlonde .]

Postmark Pursuit

Figure 8.
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Who's Who on Swiss Stamps - Walter Mittelholzer
	 Rudy Schaelchli

Walter Mittelholzer was born April 2, 1894, in St.
Gallen. He was a photographer by trade and began his
aviation career in 1915 as an observer . He acquired his
pilots license in 1917.

With his former flight instructor, Comte, he formed
the first Swiss airline . That company later merged with
other companies in 1920 to form Ad Astra Aero.

Mittelholzer became widely known for his pioneering
flights: across Spitzbergen in 1923, the first north—south

crossing of Africa in 1926/27, a flight over Mount Kili-
manjaro in 1929, and others.

After the merger of Ad Astra and Balair, forming
Swissair in 1931, he was appointed the managing direc-
tor. Walter Mittelholzer died in a mountaineering acci-
dent in Austria on May 9, 1937.

The cover shown commemorates the 50th anniversary
of the first north-south Africa flight . The stamps show the
aircraft used for that flight, a Dornier Merkur.
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